TITLE PAGE: single large panel

Upper right hand corner has a green, faceted jewel. Green beams of light radiate left and down, and between the beams are the words (in green) "The ADVENTURES of YUNA and ROBOT".

Lower right hand corner is a partial curvature of a planet; it is mottled dark and light purple. Superimposed is yellow text that reads "SPACE GEM HEIST" and in smaller black letters "by Toby MacNutt".

A few orange stars dot the remaining space.

PAGE ONE: two upper, portrait-oriented panels, one lower, landscape-oriented panel.

First panel: header text reads "This is Yuna. She is a space pirate." Drawing is of a girl in a red, retro-future space suit, with a bubble helmet and yellow boots. She has brown skin and dark hair with a little shine to it.

Second panel: header text reads "This is Robot. He is… a robot." Drawing is a three-legged, two-armed robot with a head a bit like a toaster with antennae. He is grey with green eyes, blue hands, and yellow teeth; buttons on his chest are various colours.

Third panel: header text reads "This is their spaceship. It's called The Lost Comet. Together, they hunt for treasure." Drawing is of a green and slate-blue spaceship that is shaped a bit like a horsheshoe crab. Several light blue windows are visible, and two engines.

PAGE TWO: four small upper panels of equal size in a 2x2 square, one larger landscape-oriented panel below.

First panel: Yuna says "I'm the pilot!" She is sitting a ways away at a sweeping control station with lots and lots of buttons, lights, and screens. She is not wearing her helmet or gloves from the first page.

Second panel: Yuna says "You can tell it's me, Yuna, because of the speech bubble." She is standing and the view is closer, waist-up only, with control panels in the background.

Third panel: Robot says "Where to, Yuna?" Waist-up view of Robot against a plain blue background.

Fourth panel: Yuna says "You know where we're going, silly Robot…" Close-up of her hands holding some kind of map or image of a route through space towards a giant gem, marked x-marks-the-spot, pirate style.

Fifth panel: Yuna and Robot in unison, "TO THE TREASURE!" They are seen chest-up against a white background.

PAGE THREE: six equally-sized panels, two across by three high.

First panel: Yuna, "Are we ready, Mr Robot?" Robot, "Ready, captain!" Close-up view of a big purple button with the word "READY" above and "GO" below. Other buttons and light surround it. Neither Yuna nor Robot are visible; the speech bubbles come in from off-panel.

Second panel: Yuna's finger presses or touches the large purple button.

Third panel: Yuna stands, pointing at the button. "Isn't this supposed to DO something?" We see her from knees up, one hand on her hip. Consoles in background. There are red question marks emanating from her head.

Fourth panel: Robot, "I think I found the problem." He is reaching one hand for a bright green switch on a panel labeled "ENGINE OFF/ON". There are other yellow dials and buttons adjacent.

Fifth panel: Yuna presses the button again, this time with a big red arrow indicating its movement. The lights have glowing lines coming from them and there are sound effect bubbles reading "BEEP!" and "Boop! Boop!"

Sixth panel: Robot, "That sounds better." Yuna, "We're good to go, ship!" Yuna is seated in her controller chair and Robot is standing near another area of console.

PAGE FOUR: equally spaced square panels, 4 across by 5 high. 

Most of the squares are plain black but some contain planets or stars. In the bottom right square is the ship, and a speech bubble from it says: "But which way? I can't tell where to go!"

PAGE FIVE: equally spaced square panels, 4 across by 5 high.

Same layout of black squares, planets, stars, and the ship, but now a route between panels has been marked with large red arrows. It goes up from the bottom right, across to the left, around a ringed planet, and up to the top left, traveling only through empty squares. The purple planet at the upper left has several arrows around it pointing to it. The ship now has fire coming out its engines and it says: "Aha, the next panel! Great GPS!"

PAGE SIX: three landscape-orientation panels arranged vertically, equally sized

First panel: In the foreground we see the ship flying away from us. Behind and below it is the ringed planet from the previous pages, but very large (we see only a portion of its swirled brown-and-tan surface, and its red-and-orange rings). Distant at the top of the panel is a blueish planet; we see the bottom half of it.

Second panel: Ship in the foreground moving right to left, fairly large. Behind it, very large, is the mottled purple planet from the title page; we see maybe its top third.

Third panel: Ship is central in the panel and its bottom half is obscured by purple/grey/white clouds coming up from purple ground. There are sound effects in the cloud: "FFFPT" "POOF" "Thunk". The ship has landed. Sky is blue.

PAGE SEVEN: two panels, one large, nearly-square upper panel, one smaller, landscape-orientation panel beneath

First panel: An imposing wall and doorway fill most of this panel with just a little sky at the top. The wall is olive green and has barbed wire and security apparatus along its top edge. The door is bright yellow; it is locked with a chain and padlock, nailed shut with wood, and covered in signs. The signs read "CLOSED", "DO NOT ENTER" (in the style of a road sign), "NOPE", and "AUTHORIZED PERSONNEL ONLY WARNING!". Above the door is the word "VAULT" that has been crossed out with red paint. To the left of the door is a sign saying "Absolutely NO PIRATES!" with a pirate skull-and-bones in a red prohibitory slashed circle, and a sign saying "NO TREASURE HERE". To the right of the door is a larger "no pirates" symbol in red and black, and a digital control box with a warning sign of "WARNING ALARM IN PLACE".

Second panel: Yuna, "Well, now what do we do?" Robot, "We'll have to think of something." Yuna's speech bubble continues below, "But how?" Yuna is sitting on purple ground and Robot is crouched on his three legs.The lower half of the door and various signs are visible in the background.

PAGE EIGHT: six equally-sized panels, two across by three high. The sequence of panels is indicated with three small circles between each subsequent panel.

First panel: Yuna, seated, with a pale blue background. She has one hand up to her face in a "thinking" pose. A small white circle is next to her head. 

Second panel: Yuna, closer view, in another "thinking" pose, with a darker blue background. Two circles next to her head, one larger than the other.

Third panel: Yuna, shoulders-up view, now smiling and with one hand upraised, forefinger extended. Same darker blue background. The two circles now lead to a thought bubble which reads "Hmm!"

Fourth panel: Robot, shoulders-up, lighter-blue background. He looks excited. He says, "Hey, how'd you do that? Can I do it too?"

Fifth panel: Robot, same view, with hands near the sides of his head as if thinking hard. He has a thought bubble that reads "I wonder…" then a speech bubble says "Whoa!" Lighter-blue background.

Sixth panel: One large thought bubble on a darker blue background. It has two trails of smaller circles leading from it. Inside the thought bubble is a simplistic diagram of stick-figure Yuna and Robot, the wall, a big red arrow going over the wall, and the jewel (which is green) on the other side of the wall.

PAGE NINE: Four panels connected by curvy grey tubes designed like Robot's arms. Upper left are two small panels, one above the other, which lead to the right to a portrait-oriented panel as tall as the previous two combined, then down to a larger, landscape-oriented panel.

First panel: Robot says, "We could go over the wall!" Yuna says, "Yeah! Can you get any bigger?" Close up on them from waist up, darker blue background.

Second panel: Robot says, "I don't know…" He looks sad, bent down with droopy antennae and one hand up by his face. Yuna says, "Try!" She is standing and reaching out to Robot. The wall and door is in the background; Yuna and Robot are as tall as its handles.

Third panel: Robot stretches up high and grows taller than the wall! Yuna jumps and says "YEAH!" The wall is visible in full size behind them. It comes up to Robot's waist. Most of his new size comes from longer legs.

Fourth panel: Yuna sits on Robot's shoulder as he delicately extends one leg up and over the wall. Both look very pleased. Zoomed-out shot to show a large area of wall, and Robot's height and stride. 

PAGE TEN: Three panels. Upper left is a square panel, upper right is a panel of the same height but narrower width. Lower panel is largest, and landscape-oriented.

First panel: Robot has crossed over the wall and is getting smaller again. To his right is a small yellow building with a grey roof. On its far side is a depiction of green gems. On the front side is a large open archway, surrounded by red arrows pointing inwards, including one large one on the ground pointing inside.

Second panel: A white pedestal is framed by the yellow archway. It has a green top and a blue cushion; green light seems to be emanating from it.

Third panel: Pedestal top is in the forefront. On top of the cushion is a note on white, red-edged paper, which reads "NO TREASURE TODAY! TRY AGAIN LATER". Yuna stands to the left behind the pedestal and Robot to the right; they are framed by the arch, with a white background. Both look dejected.

PAGE ELEVEN: three panels. One upper, landscape-oriented panel, two lower, portrait-oriented panels side by side. All three panels are of similar size.

First panel: Robot has one hand on Yuna's shoulder and says, "Oh well…" We see them from behind, still looking at the pedestal, and framed by the yellow arch (with some arrows visible).

Second panel: Robot says, "There will be other treasures, right? And I can grow now!" Yuna has her hand on Robot's hand, still on her shoulder. She says "Hang on…" This panel is close behind the two, so Robot's arm and hand are visible and the left half of Yuna's back. The pedestal can be seen to her left and the edge seems to have a small hinge that was not visible before.

Third panel: Yuna is lifting the top of the pedestal open and a green light is shining out. She says, "Aha! There's a secret place inside!"

PAGE TWELVE: not a conventional panel structure! Central is a large circular panel. To each corner, not quite touching, is a triangular panel - right triangles, with the right angle at the corner of the page. Connecting all four triangular panels and encircling the central panel is a teal blue ring. There is some space between each triangle outside of the ring.

Central panel: BIG green jewel, sparkling! There is a yellow banner/ribbon at the bottom of it with text that reads "THE END". 

Upper left triangle: Yuna with one hand upraised in a fist, smiling, seen from waist up against a light blue background.

Upper right triangle: Robot, in similar pose against same light blue background.

Teal ring, between two upper triangles: a shared speech bubble for Yuna and Robot reading "YEAH!"

Lower left triangle: black space with a view of the partial curvature of the purple planet; in the background, a small partial view of a red planet, and two yellow stars.

Lower right triangle: black space with 3/4 view of the spaceship moving right-to-left. There is a ringed planet partially visible very distant, and two small yellow stars.

Between the two lower triangles, outside of the teal ring: thought bubble with two sets of trailing circles, which reads "Now where can we find another one?"
